The authors present a simplified model of helium synthesis in the early universe. The purpose of the model is to explain clearly the physical ideas relevant to the cosmological helium synthesis in a manner that does not overlay these ideas with complex computer calculations. The model closely follows the standard calculation, except that it neglects the small effect of Fermi-Dirac statistics for the leptons. The temperature difference between photons and neutrinos during the period in which neutrons and protons interconvert is also neglected. These approximations permit the expression of neutron-proton conversion rates in a closed form, which agrees to 10% accuracy or better with the exact rates. Using these analytic expressions for the rates, the authors reduce the calculation of the neutron-proton ratio as a function of temperature to a simple numerical integral. They also estimate the effect of neutron decay on the helium abundance. Their result for this quantity agrees well with precise computer calculations. Their semianalytic formulas are used to determine how the predicted helium abundance varies with such parameters as the neutron lifetime, the baryon-to-photon ratio, the number of neutrino species, and, a possible electronneutrino chemical potential.
In the early 1950s George Gamow and his collaborators, Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman, inaugurated the study of physical processes in the early universe, including the origin of light elements such as helium and deuterium. The essential idea was that, given an initial equilibrium concentration of neutrons and protons, they would fuse into deuterium as soon as the ambient temperature of the universe dropped substantially below the binding energy of the deuteron. Once deuterium was formed it would rapidly enter into a chain of nuclear reactions that would ultimately produce the other elements. The original notion was to build up all the elements, light and heavy, by a series of captures and decays. It was soon realized, however, that this scheme would not work to produce the heavy elements, since there is no stable mass-five nucleus and the Coulomb barriers block element formation as the temperature falls. Hence the emphasis became focused on increasingly detailed calculations of light-element formation and, in particular, the formation of helium. The amount of deuterium, and hence helium, formed was governed by the neutron-to-proton ratio at the time corresponding to the capture temperature at which the deuterium could be formed. Any neutrons available at that time would be conscripted into this activity. The first attempt to calculate the nip ratio at the capture temperature was made by Alpher and Herman (1950) . In making this estimate they assumed that the only effect causing the depletion of neutrons was their instability against beta decay. This, as we shall see, and as was first pointed out by Hayashi (1950) , is a relatively small effect. The major effect in the interconversion. of neutrons and protons in the inelastic scattering of neutrinos from nucleons, reactions such as v, +n~e +p. Hayashi found that the n/p ratio at the capture temperature was about 0.25. This is to be compared to the modern estimate, which we shall derive, of about 0.12. In 1953 Alpher, Follin, and Herman redid Hayashi's calculation in greater detail. They analyzed how the result depended on the neutron lifetime and found answers that varied between 0.22 and 0.17, de- pending on what they took for the lifetime. As we shall explain in detail, the longer the lifetime, the larger the ratio. This calculation was done prior to the development fact done by Hoyle and Tayler (1964) , Peebles (1966) , and Wagoner, Fowler, and Hoyle (1967) . We shall not discuss these results in detail here, except to note that since, for helium production, these independent calculations give nearly the same answers, we have, for convenience, made our numerical comparisons to the results given by Peebles (1966) , after having corrected his results for modern improvements in such experimental data as the neutron lifetime and the number of neutrino types.
It is probably fair to say that this work, when it was first done, was primarily of interest to a relatively small community of astrophysicists and cosmologists -then also a relatively small community. What broadened the interest was the gradual realization that the early universe in general, and the helium production in particular, was such a good probe of some aspects of particle physics. Of special interest to us is the use of the observed helium abundance in the universe by weight, some 25%, to set limits on the number of neutrino types. The fact that these limits seem to be confirmed in terrestrial laboratories -notably by. the study of the width of the Z boson -has made the theory of helium production in the early universe of wide general concern to a large community of physicists.
The first suggestion that the presence of various exotic particles in the early universe could change the amount of primordial helium produced seems to . be due to Shvartsman (1969) . He did not comment, however, on the use of the observed production ratio to limit the numbers of such particles and to limit the number of neutrino types in particular. That step was taken, -at least qualitatively, by Peebles (1971 (1971) or Weinberg (1972) Weinberg (1972) when he wrote, "Unfortunately, if we want to describe the behavior of T(t) and R (t) throughout the whole history of the universe, we have to do a numerical calculation. " It seems to us therefore useful and instructive to present a version of the theory of helium production that would be both substantially more accurate than the equilibrium theory and would have an intuitive appeal to a physicist. As the reader will learn, our re'suits agree to within a few percent with those generated by computer code, indicating that we have managed to isolate the essential physics; the details can be worked out using any pocket calculator that can perform one-dimensional numerical integrals.
In rough outline, the formation of the primordial helium occurs through the following series of events. At early times when the temperature of the universe, T, was on the order of 100 MeV, the energy and number density were dominated by relativistic and therefore effectively massless particles: leptons (electrons, positrons, and neutrinos) and photons. At the initial temperature of 100 MeV, the neutronproton ratio is very close to unity. It proves convenient to express the ratio as the number of neutrons to the total number of baryons, n"(T) n"(T)+n (T) X(T=O)=X, (TF) . X(r) = f dr'I (t, t')A, "(t').
(2.5)
To show that the neutron population is in equilibrium until fairly late times and also to exhibit the onset of the breaking of this equilibrium, we note that I(t, t')=, , I(t, t'), R /AR becomes of order unity, the ratio X(t) becomes an equilibrium ratio X, (T,tt) with an effective temperature T,ft(t) that is higher than the temperature of the universe giving a population X, (T,tt) that is larger than X,q(T).
[Since X, ( T) is a decreasing function of T, it follows that at these times X(T) will exceed X, (T) . ] This effect is the onset of the freezing in of the neutron and proton numbers. However, the result of Eq. (2.14) is not quantitatively correct when R /AR -1, and so we must extend the analysis in this case.
To do this we need an explicit form for the rate A, "z(t). A, ( e+~np+v)= A f dp, p, 'p E (1 f )f, , (2. 16b)-A(v+n~p+e )= 3 I dp p p E (1 f )f, , (2 16a)- To see this, we first note that the rate for the reaction (2.16c) Pp A(n~p+v+e )= 3 f dp, p, p E (1 f )(1 f, ) . --which is the reverse of that presented in Eq. (2.16a) is given by A(e +p~n+v)= A J dp, p, p"E, (1 f -)f, . (2.19a) Pp Using p, dp, =E,dE, and energy conservation (with the neglect of nucleon recoil energy) so that dE, =dE =dp, we have A(e +p~n+v)=A I dp p p, E,(1 f )-f, . At the end of our paper (Sec. IV), we assess the sensitivity of the helium abundance to the parameters upon which it depends. We pause here to derive some results that will be needed for this later discussion. First we note that the neutron and proton populations are governed by dX" = -R"~(X~X"-G"~Xi, )+ . is the nominal value for the photon-baryon ratio that we are using. As we shall see, for times prior to the neutron capture, z & 29, and the rate constant is reasonably large, R"5. Therefore, if the deuteron population is not depleted by other reactions such as (3.16b) and (3.16c), the protons, neutrons, and deuterons are kept in equilibrium with Xp+Xn+2XD =1 and with XD Gnp XpXn Since 6 p Is very smal 1, the deuteron population will be very small, and we can write the first approximation as
The Saha factor G"must appear in the reverse reaction so as to give the proper equilibrium expressions for X" and X . The ellipsis represents processes [such as the reverse of (3.16c)] which feed (or deplete) the neutron or proton populations but which are not important for our discussion. Since the neutron-proton capture process is exothermic, the product o "U is constant at the low energies that concern us. With the value o. "U =4.55 X 10 cm /sec [see, e.g. , Peebles (1966) ], we compute from Eq. Here RDD is the scaled rate for the reaction (3.16b) and GDD is the Saha factor which gives the equilibrium value for the ratio XD/XrX . The result of the previous section gave X"''=0.15, and so X"' 'X' '=0.13. Thus, using Eqs. (3.27) The second source involves the obvious change in the decay factor exp( t, /r) a-bout the value t, /r =0.20. +0.0111n(q X 10' ), (4.14) and yields the coe%cient of heir shown in Eq. (4.1).
Note that the signs of the two contributions to 6 Y4 given where r"'isthe neutron half-life in minutes.
Vfe may compare three of these terms directly to Eq. 
We define the neutrino temperature T o at which the neutrino temperature departs from the photon temperature by the condition 
